Severe deformation techniques allow metallic alloys to be deformed to ultra-high plastic strains, without any geometrical change to the work piece. They thus offer potential for the cheap production of submicron grained materials, in a bulk form. After processing severely deformed materials do not have conventional, idealized, grain structures, contain significant fractions of low angle boundaries, and are often heterogeneous. Due to their high stored energy, they are unstable on annealing and in most cases can be thought of as continuously recrystallizing. However, locally discontinuous behaviors are often observed, due to the retained less mobile low angle boundaries, as well as abnormal grain growth at elevated temperatures. Monte-Carlo-Potts models have been used to show the sensitivity of the annealing behavior to the initial starting structure present after deformation. The effect of coarse (~1µm) particles and fine dispersoid particles are also discussed.
Introduction
In recent years interest has grown in the use of severe plastic deformation (SPD) techniques, like equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE), reciprocating extrusion, torsion under hydrostatic pressure and accumulative roll bonding (ARB), for producing submicron grain structures in metallic materials at a relatively low cost [1] . SPD typically involves deformation to effective strains in excess of 7, while maintaining an approximately constant billet geometry, with the aim of introducing into a material as great a high angle grain boundary (HAGB) area as possible. After processing, such materials have been found to exhibit some attractive mechanical properties, including enhanced superplasticity [2] and high levels of strength, via the well known Hall-Petch effect [3] . However, following deformation at ambient temperatures, most severely deformed alloys have low tensile ductilities and must be annealed to obtain an optimum balance of mechanical properties [3] . Severely deformed alloys tend to have fine, cellular, deformation structures with relatively low dislocation densities and contain high levels of stored energy mainly in the form of internal boundaries [4] . It has been known for some time that heavily deformed metals with a high fraction of HAGB area can continuously recrystallize on annealing [5] . Humphreys et al. have also shown that a cellular structure will become resistant to discontinuous growth once ~ 70% of the boundaries are high angle in character, as on average the cell boundaries will then approach the condition where they all have similar energies and mobilities [6] . It is, therefore, interesting that severely deformed alloys have often been reported to exhibit discontinuous recrystallization behaviors during the early stages of annealing, leading to the formation of 'bimodal grain structures' (e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] ). A range of other phenomenon have also been observed, including; enhanced grain growth rates at low temperatures, discontinuities in activation energy, and abnormal grain growth, [9] [10] [11] [12] Some authors have linked the apparent occurrence of enhanced grain growth to the 'nonequilibrium' nature of the grain boundaries present in severely deformed alloys, giving rise to greater grain boundary mobility at low temperatures [8, 9] . However, this is surprising given that grain boundary defects might be expected to anneal out prior to significant grain growth occurring. Lower activation energies have also been observed in alloys that do not contain grain boundary defects [12] .
This range of observations can be partly attributed to the fact that conventional recrystallization terminology is difficult to apply to severely deformed materials that contain high densities of deformation induced HAGBs. However, there is also a strong influence of the as-deformed microstructure, which is rarely homogeneous, and highly dependent on the processing method [1, 4] Title of Publication (to be inserted by the publisher) and material parameters, such as the level of solute and second phase particles present [4, 13] . Here, the recystallization behavior of severely deformed alloys, and the effects high-lighted above, are discussed using high resolution EBSD results obtained from a range of alloys and compared to Monte Carlo-Potts (MCP) model predictions using idealized starting microstructures.
The Deformed State
The formation of submicron grain structures by severe deformation has been previously reviewed by the authors [4] . New HAGB area is formed by the extension of existing boundaries with strain and by the subdivision of grains. At low strains coarse unstable grain orientations will subdivide by the formation of deformation bands, forming large misorientation boundaries. As the strain increases, cell-block boundaries within the grains and primary deformation bands increase in misorientation and can develop into new HAGBs with medium misorientations, although recently it has been suggested that these boundaries are more likely formed by microshear bands, which if sufficiently intense can generate new HAGBs [13] . In deformation processes where the boundaries are extended principally in one direction, such as in ECAE without rotation of the billet [4] , as the strain is increased the original high angle boundaries and the new deformation induced boundaries rotate and a fibrous structure is developed, predominantly containing aligned, lamellar, HAGBs. With increasing strain, the transverse spacing of the lamellar HAGBs decreases and converges with the subgrain size producing very thin 'ribbon' grains at strains of ~ 6. At higher strains the microstructure refines further by the progressive break-up of the ribbon grains into lower aspect ratio submicron grains. Research has shown that grain refinement is encouraged by heterogeneities in plastic deformation and deformation processes that evolve a weak texture [4, 13] .
The final deformation structure and grain size also depend on the degree of recovery, and hence alloy solute level, as well as the strain level and second phase particle content (see below). In Fig. 1 example microstructures are seen for model single phase Al-alloys with low and high Mg levels, deformed to an effective strain of ten by ECAE (for details see [14] ). In both cases the deformation structures are directional and contain ~ 70% HAGBs, which are predominantly aligned in the deformation direction. In the 3%Mg alloy, which exhibits less recovery, the HAGBs are straighter, and more obviously lamellar in nature, with an average spacing of only 150 nm and there are individual surviving ribbon grains up to 2 µm long, although the majority of grains are ~ 0.5 to 1 µm in length with an average aspect ratio of ~ 6. An example of such an elongated grain is shown Fig. 1c , and contains transverse low angle boundaries (LAGBs) with a spacing of 100 -200 nm, producing a 'ladder-like', or 'bamboo', structure. Few dislocations exist within the grains (Fig. 1c ). The lower solute 0.13%Mg alloy has coarser, on average lower aspect ratio grains ( ~ 2.5), of ~ 0.5 µm in width, but still retains some very long grain fragments up to 6 µm long (arrow Fig. 1a ). This material also contains few longitudinal LAGBs. Analysis in the transverse plane has shown that in cross section these thin ribbon grains have low aspect ratios of <1.5, [15] and are thus approximately lath shaped with very variable lengths. It should be noted that the lamellar HAGB width in both ND and TD has thus virtually converged with the subgrain size.
In many instances severe deformation processing methods exploit abrupt strain path changes to retain a constant billet geometry and facilitate grain refinement (e.g. multi-axis forging and ECAE with billet rotation [1] ). The evolution of the deformation structure under such conditions is highly dependent on the strain path changes, strain increment per cycle, and material composition [4] . With direct strain path reversal it is not possible to produce a material that can be considered to be ultra-fine grained, as the rate of new HAGB generation is very low. However, ultra-fine grain structures can be achieved by orthogonal changes in strain path, like route B c commonly used in ECAE processing, where the billet is rotated 90° each pass. 90° changes in strain path result in deformation on alternate shear planes, which causes flow instability and promotes micro-shear bands [4] . However, as the net strain is redundant the boundary spacing is not compressed in anyone particular direction. The intensity of the micro-shear bands depends on the alloys solute content, but if sufficiently concentrated will result in the formation of new HAGBs. Because the deformation is seldom pure shear in ECAE, or 'simple' in other severe deformation techniques involving strain path changes, this behavior, combined with the presence of other strain components, leads to the development of chaotic deformation structures containing high fractions of HAGBs.
In Fig. 2 a typical example is shown from a low solute alloy, deformed to a total strain of 11 by ECAE using 90° rotation (route B c ). It can be seen that the deformation structure is aligned in the last shear direction and is more heterogeneous than for directional deformation. In general, the deformed state in such materials consists of bands of ultra-fine grain fragments with randomly dispersed less refined regions containing subgrains. Although the overall HAGB fraction can be similar to that for directional deformation, it is often slightly lower and in the range ~ 60 -75% [4] .
Annealing Directional Severely Deformed Microstructures
Microstructure Evolution. An isochronal annealing sequence (1 hr at temp.) from an Al-0.13%Mg alloy deformed to a strain of ten, with a directional deformation structure, is depicted in Fig. 3 . The EBSD maps show that the microstructure evolves in a continuous manner, in that no local transformation front can be observed. In Fig. 4 it can also be seen that there are only very small changes in the fraction of HAGB area with annealing temperature. As the grains coarsen, they rapidly become equiaxed and approach an aspect ratio of 1 at 200 °C (Fig. 4 ). This is largely caused by spheroidization driven by the equilibration of surface tensions at triple points. From comparison of Fig. 3a and b it is also evident that during this process the high aspect ratio ribbon grains retained in the original deformation structure (e.g. arrow in Fig. 3b ) must subdivide along their length. Furthermore, there is evidence that textural bands present in the initial deformation structure influence the subsequent grain growth behavior, which occurs non-uniformly within bands at intermediate temperatures (e.g. Fig. 3c ). This is probably related to bands within the deformed material having variations in boundary misorientation and density. At higher temperatures the bands of finer grains grow out and a more uniform, isotropic, grain structure is achieved ( Fig. 3d ).
In Fig. 4 data is also shown for the higher solute 3%Mg alloy that originally had a more defined lamellar HAGB structure with higher average grain aspect ratios. Apart from the greater initial grain aspect ratio, the 3%Mg alloy behaves very similarly, although the grain structure is finer at a given annealing temperature due to Mg inhibiting recovery and boundary migration. There is again little change in the fraction of HAGB area with temperature. In Fig Title of Publication (to be inserted by the publisher)
trying to equilibrate surface tensions by the lamella HAGBs becoming bowed, where they are crosslinked by transverse LAGBs (Fig. 5d ). The elongated grains do not, therefore, just reduce their aspect ratio simply by spheroidization. Imbalances in surface tension from the transverse LAGBs, cause the lamellar HAGBs to pinch-off, which subdivides the high aspect ratio grain fragments into shorter segments. After the grain aspect ratio has been reduced, by break-up of the ribbon grains, further reductions in the grain aspect ratio result from spheroidization caused by the equilibration of surface tensions at triple points. EBSD grain size measurements obtained from the Al-0.13%Mg and Al-3%Mg alloys isothermally annealed in a salt bath at 200 and 250°C, respectively, are shown in Fig. 6 . When plotted against ln(time) the average grain sizes give a reasonable straight line and a grain growth exponent of n = 2.7, which is in good agreement with measurements of 'n' for grain growth in conventional aluminum alloys [15] . This data was obtained for times greater than 1 minute, where the grain aspect ratios had already substantially reduced and indicates that during grain growth a severely deformed alloy behaves no differently to conventional recrystallized materials, once a more equiaxed grain structure has been established, despite the relatively high fraction of retained LAGBs.
Simulation.
A 3D Monte Carlo-Potts (MCP) model has been used to simulate the microstructure evolution during annealing severely deformed alloys with directional deformation structures. Full details of the model are given in [14] , which describes the microstructure simply in terms of the Fig. 7 The dependence of boundary tension, γ, and specific mobility, µ, on the boundary misorientation angle, ω, used in the models, normalised relative to a HAGB of ω =15°. The ratio of tension to mobility is also shown. boundaries present; i.e. additional stored energy in the form of dislocations is assumed to be small. The boundary energy and mobility were assumed to depend only on the misorientation angle, ω, and reach unity for ω >15°. For ω < 15°, the properties of LAGBS were approximated to the Read-Shockley formula for energy (γ) and the Huang-Humphreys formula for mobility (µ) [17] (Fig. 7) . Two example MCP simulations are shown in Fig. 8 , using a domain of 200 x 200 x 200 cells (8 x 10 6 ). In both cases the grains were ~ ellipsoidal with 10:1 x/z and 100:1 x/y average aspect ratios. This geometry was chosen to give an idealized microstructure representing an extreme example of the ribbon grains seen in a directionally severely deformed alloy. The second simulation contains a 'substructure' of equiaxed subgrains, approximately the same diameter as the thickness of the ribbon grains, with average misorientations of 5° about a random rotation axis. Comparison of Fig. 8a with 8b , illustrates the important contribution of the retained transverse LAGBs to the microstructure evolution during the early stages of annealing. Without substructure (Fig. 8a) no grain break-up occurs. In the transverse x/z plane the ribbon grains slowly become spheroidized and there is two dimensional grain coarsening. Due to the high aspect ratio used, in the y direction the grains are effectively infinite in length and this precludes spheroidization by the equilibration of boundary energies at triple points in the x/y plane. There is consequently no reduction in aspect ratio and the boundaries straighten out parallel to their direction of alignment. However, the grains could still potentially break-up along their length by developing surface energy driven instabilities. This does not occur within the timeframe of the model, and thus appears to be an insignificant effect. In Fig. 8b it can be seen that in the presence of subgrains the behavior is very different. Rather than the lamellar boundaries becoming straighter with time, the surface tension of the LAGBs leads to the development of perturbations. Ultimately, this causes the breakup of the ribbon grains into shorter lengths. If the model represented a larger volume, with greater time an equiaxed grain structure would evolve from the original ribbon grains and normal grain growth would follow. The change in mean linear intercept length for the high angle boundaries, and the reduction in the λ y /λ x aspect ratio, is shown in Fig. 9 , where it can be seen that the grain growth rate accelerates and would converge with a slope representing an ideal grain growth exponent of n = 2. This starting structure thus results in a continuous recrystallization process, which is followed by normal grain growth once an equiaxed grain structure is established. A very similar behavior can be seen within the EBSD maps shown in Fig. 3 . During the early stages of annealing, the development of the microstructure of a severely deformed material will therefore depend to a large degree on density and distribution of the retained low angle boundaries. This is also apparent from the heterogeneous annealing behaviors found in the literature for severely deformed alloys, where 'bimodal' grain structures are often reported (e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ), particularly when the material is processed using a method that involves changes in strain path. Fig. 9 Mean linear intercept grain size in the x/y plane and grain aspect ratio (λ y /λ x ) as a function of model time for the MCP model with substructure (Fig. 8b) .
Deformation Structures Produced with Changes in Strain Path
Microstructure Evolution. EBSD maps showing the microstructure evolution with annealing temperature, for a typical severe deformation structure produced with abrupt strain path changes, are presented in Fig. 10 , using the same 0.13%Mg alloy depicted in Fig. 2 after processing. As discussed above, the initial deformation structure is locally very heterogeneous and contains a mixture of bands of coarser grain fragments containing mainly subgrains (with boundary misorientations < 15°), and bands of ultra-fine grains approaching the subgrain size. There is therefore a wider spread in the HAGB spacing than in the directionally deformed alloys. The fraction of HAGB area is also slightly lower than for a directionally deformed material. On annealing, in the bands containing larger local HAGB fractions fine equiaxed grains rapidly develop ( Fig. 10a ) and normal grain coarsening subsequently occurs. In comparison, the regions containing subgrains coarsen much more slowly because they have lower boundary mobilities leading to a bimodal cell size distribution, of coarser grains and fine subgrains (Fig. 10b ). With increasing temperature, a wide grain size distribution also develops as competitive coarsening within the fine grain regions continues and some HAGBs neighboring regions containing subgrains grow into them forming larger grains, in a locally discontinuous manner. Ultimately, at higher temperatures, the grain structure becomes more uniform as the bands of subgrains are consumed and a fully recrystallized structure is formed (Fig. 10c ).
Fig. 10
EBSD maps showing the microstructure with annealing temperature for a typical severe deformation structure, produced by 90° rotation of the billet between each ECAE pass. For the same 0.13%Mg alloy depicted in Fig. 2 . Simulation. Because of the more heterogeneous nature of deformation structures produced with processing routes involving strain path changes, it is difficult to define a representative simplified starting structure for simulation purposes. In order to alleviate this problem, and give some indication of the direct continuity of the evolving structure on annealing, the EBSD map in Fig. 2 was used as input data for a 2D Monte Carlo-Potts (MCP) model, using the same boundary energies and mobilites described above. This model showed similar results (Fig. 11 ) to the isochronal annealing behavior depicted in Fig. 10 , in that regions containing high local HAGB fractions evolved into fine equiaxed grains, which go on to coarsen, while areas containing mainly LAGBs remain as subgrains and coarsen at a slower rate. Eventually, the growing grains consume the subgrain regions and a more uniform isotropic grain structure is developed. In the simulation there was a smaller differential in size between the fine grain and subgrain regions than seen in the EBSD maps. This may be caused by differences between the true boundary characteristics and the functions used to estimated the boundary energy and mobility, which are only approximately known where they rapidly change with misorientation in the critical low angle range (<15°). There is also the possibility that this is an artifact of using a 2D rather than a 3D model.
Effects of second phase particles.
Second phase particles can effect the stability of severely deformed alloys in two ways. Firstly, they can modify the starting deformation structure and, secondly, they can inhibit boundary mobility by Zener pining. During directional severe deformation, Apps et al. have previously shown that coarse, micron-scale, particles can greatly Materials Science Forum Vols. 467-470 1267 Fig. 12 Grain structure in a coarse Al 13 Fe 4 particle containing 8079 alloy, deformed to a stain of ten by ECAE; annealed at 200°C for 1 hour. Black areas are particles.
µm
accelerate the rate of grain refinement [13] , by giving rise to particle stimulated deformation bands and deformation zones at low strains, and by disrupting the lamellar deformation structures that normally form at high strains. At ultra-high strains alloys containing significant volume factions of coarse particles tend to, on average, have a slightly lower grain aspect ratio and higher HAGB fraction than single phase alloys, and a more random texture. Furthermore, fewer high aspect ratio unrefined grain fragments are retained. As, after severe deformation, the particle spacing is large relative to the grain size and the deformation structure is effectively more homogeneous with fewer retained low angle boundaries, the grain structure evolves more uniformly than in a single phase alloy and occurs primarily by spheroidization and coarsening (Fig 12) . While at low strains PSN is commonly observed [15] , submicron grains in contact with micron scale particles, do not appear to evolve that differently to other grains within the distribution. Strong interaction with the particles does not occur until the average grain size approaches the inter-particle spacing, by which point the ultra-fine grain structure has been lost.
Small dispersoid particles, such as Al 3 Zr, are often used in alloys to stabilize their grain structures for superplastic forming. Recently, it has been discovered that non-shearable dispersoids reduce the rate of grain fragmentation during severe deformation [18] by homogenizing slip and inhibiting the formation of the micro-shear bands, which normally give rise to the majority of new medium angle HAGBs formed during the initial stages of deformation. This results in a slightly less refined severe deformation structure, containing a lower fraction of HAGBs, with more potential for exhibiting a discontinuous recrystallization behavior on annealing. In most commercial Al-alloys it is difficult to prevent grain growth when the starting grain size is submicron. For example, to stabilize a 0.5 µm grain size would require a F v /d of > 0.3 [19] . In most commercial Al-alloys the dispersoid particle densities that can be obtained are lower than this value Even with additions of Sc, only grain sizes of 1-2 µm can be retained to elevated temperatures, prior to instability of the dispersoids [2] . At high annealing temperatures, because ultra-fine grained alloys containing dispersoids are always at the Zener limit, they are extremely prone to abnormal grain growth. This can be triggered by, dissolution of the pinning particles, a non-uniform grain structure, or an inhomogeneous distribution of dispersoids [16, 19] . 
Continuous Recrystallization in Severely Deformed Alloys
Severely deformed alloys contain elongated grain fragments with an average HAGB spacing (ω ≥ 15°) in the submicron range. However, such structures evolve from the deformed state and are not comprised of a random assembly of grain orientations. Furthermore, they are heterogeneous and frequently retain local volumes comprised predominantly of subgrains, as well as transverse LAGBs within the more elongated grain fragments. The distribution of the boundaries is also strongly affected by the processing method and material variables, such as solute and second phase particles. In order to understand the annealing behavior of severely deformed alloys, it should be recognized that a boundary's energy and mobility, increases rapidly with misorientation in the low angle range, ω < 15°, but exhibit a different relationship with ω ( Fig. 7) . While the mobility of LAGBs are very low, particularly when ω < 5°, they can still exert a considerable surface tension. The early stages of the annealing behavior of severely deformed alloys is therefore very sensitive to the arrangement of the retained LAGBs and their misorientation, which are in turn strongly influenced by the processing method, texture, and material variables.
In the case of directional deformation routes, the HAGB boundary spacing is continuously compressed with strain in one principal direction and at ultra-high strains the grain thickness is of the order of the subgrain size. Although directional fibrous structures are produced, nearly all the aligned lamellar boundaries are > 15° in misorientation, and the boundary characteristics are therefore relatively homogenous in at least one principal direction (normal to the deformation direction). On annealing such structures evolve continuously as, because there are no volumes containing LAGBs greater than one subgrain in width, it is not possible to observe a transformation front. The microstructure evolves by the equilibration of surface tensions resulting in the formation of more equiaxed grains, followed by grain coarsening with a conventional exponent. During the early stages of annealing, larger high aspect ratio grain fragments break-up into lower aspect ratio grains, due to the necking of the lamellar boundaries caused by the surface tension of the lower mobility transverse LAGBs. This can therefore be thought of as a continuous recrystallization process as there is no transformation front, and new grains are formed. However, the distinction between recrystallization and spheroidization followed by coarsening is marginal. As annealing progresses, discontinuities can still develop, even with such a one-dimensionally homogeneous deformation structure, due to the different boundary characteristics within texture bands in the starting structure. This drives two-dimensional competitive growth between neighbouring bands, due to imbalances in their internal energy (Fig. 3c ). The locally variable boundary configurations and grain fragment sizes after deformation can also give certain larger grain fragments a growth advantage during the early stages of annealing, prior to a more uniform equiaxed grain structure becoming established.
In materials produced with cyclic strain path changes, the deformation structure is more heterogeneous and, as well as containing bands with very high HAGB densities, it also contains local volumes with predominantly low angle boundaries that are more than one subgrain wide in all dimensions (Fig. 2 ). In this case spheroidization and grain coarsening, or continuous recrystallization, initially occurs in the regions already containing subgrain-scale grain fragments after deformation, while the less refined regions containing subgrains are retained and coarsen much more slowly due to their lower boundary mobilities. At low annealing temperatures a structure is therefore formed with a bimodal cell size, which is comprised of coarser grains and fine recovered subgrains (Fig. 10b) . In many papers similar microstructures have been observed by TEM and referred to as bimodal 'grain' structures [7] [8] [9] [10] , which have often been attributed to abnormal grain growth. From the EBSD data shown above it is clear that this is not the case (Fig. 10b ). The regions initially containing high densities of HAGBs could be thought of as, locally, continuously recrystallizing, but overall the microstructure is one that is partially recrystallized, rather than a duplex grain structure. At higher temperatures, the grain structure becomes more uniform as the bands of subgrains are consumed and a full recrystallized structure is formed (Fig. 10c) .
It is evident that measurements of the grain growth exponent and activation energy will be affected by the reductions in grain aspect ratio, due to spehroidzation and the break-up of high aspect ratio grains during the initial stages of annealing, as well as the presence of a partially recrystallized microstructure containing a mixture of subgrains and grains. It is therefore not surprising that unusual activation energies and coarsening rates have previously been reported for Materials Science Forum Vols. 467-470 1269 severely deformed alloys (e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] 12] ), prior to the establishment of a more uniform equiaxed grain structure at higher annealing temperatures.
Summary
The annealing behavior of alloys containing submicron grain fragments produced by severe deformation has been discussed based on high resolution EBSD data and MCP simulations. It is concluded that many of the phenomenon reported in the literature, such as unusually low activation energies, and the formation of bimodal 'grain' structures can be simply explained in terms of the heterogeneous nature of the materials and the distribution of the remaining LAGBs retained after processing. In materials where the deformation induced HAGB spacing is reduced to the subgrain size, in at least one dimension, continuous recrystallization is observed, and involves the break-up of elongated grain fragments by the equilibration of transverse LAGB tensions. However, with more heterogeneous initial structures, containing only bands of submicron grains, continuous recrystallization only occurs in local regions with high HAGB densities, resulting in a partially recrystallized structure at low annealing temperatures comprised of coarsened ultra-fine grains and subgrains.
